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Abstract

A local property of a plane curve is examined as a generalization of approximation of a curve by its tangent line or its osculating circle (the curvature) which is symmetrical w.r.t. the normal. The aberrancy is a local parameter measuring the shift from this symmetry. Abel Transon in his 1841 paper write “define the aberrancy by mean of the osculating logarithmic spiral could not present any difficulty” but used conics instead of the logarithmic spiral which however gives a simpler purely geometric concept of a ”deviation”.

1 The Logarithmic Spiral.

Descartes was the first to define, in a letter to Mersenne of 1638, the logarithmic (equiangular) spiral (LogSpi or LS) by its fundamental property as the curve that cuts at the same angle $\theta$ a set of convergent lines in a point called the pole. The curve was defined by this simple geometric property. The spiral is not algebraic but its rectification was know very soon by Torricelli (1647) and though a transcendental equation it is in fact an elementary curve generalizing naturally the circle and the line.

2 Fondamental property of the Logarithmic Spiral.

The equiangular spiral is the solution of the isogonal trajectory for the lines passing through a fixed point in the plane. The common angle $\theta$ between vector radius and tangent at current point is the only necessary parameter since the vector radius of all these spirals has the same range $[0, \infty[$ for polar angle $\in \mathbb{R}$. For this curve a rotation around the pole $S$ is equivalent
Figure 1: Examples of Logarithmic spirals

to a scaling or homothetie from S. Two spirals with same V and same pole can be superposed by a rotation around S or a scaling from S. In the rest of this paper S is the pole of an osculating logarithmic spiral and O the center of an osculating conic (O is at $\infty$ for the parabola).

The polar equation $(\rho, \theta)$ results from the fact that V is constant since:

$$\rho \frac{d\theta}{d\rho} = \tan V \quad \leftrightarrow \quad \frac{d\rho}{\rho} = \frac{d\theta}{\tan V}$$

$$\rho = e^{k(\theta - \theta_o)} = ae^{k\theta} \quad \leftrightarrow \quad k = 1/ \tan V \quad \text{and} \quad a = e^{-k\theta_o}$$

We recall two classical properties of LogSpi, if $C_1$ is the first center of curvature at a current point M then:

1- The circle with diameter $MC_1$ passes through the pole S.
2- The projection of the center of curvature $C_1$ on the corresponding vector radius of successive evolutes is the common pole S. So the second center of curvature is on the vector line MS.

3 Circle - line - Logarithmic spirals

The LS has two special important cases:

1- if angle $V = \pm \pi/2$ the LS becomes a circle with center S,
2- if angle $V = 0$ or $\pi$ the LS is a half-line ending at the pole S.

This shows that the LS has many properties in common with the line and the circle despite its disturbing strangeness as a transcendental plane curve.
4 Definition and history of the aberrancy of a plane curve (L. Carnot - A. Transon)

The definition of aberrancy, as a local property of a plane curve, by Carnot in (1) of 1803 is equivalent to:
"The axis of aberrancy at a point M is the limiting position of the line MI with I the midpoint of a secant line parallel to the tangent as the secant approaches the tangent". Abel Transon resumes the idea in a paper (2) of 1841 in NAM that seems to be the real beginning of the concept. The center of aberrancy is the limiting intersection of two nearby axis. Later G. Salmon translated the french word "deviation" by the term "aberrancy" and the name is conserved until now but it is not exactly the meaning of the initial idea. It is a parameter that measures the deformation w.r.t. the osculating circle by mean of an osculating conic. The geometric definition of Carnot is adapted for conics but not easy to use for a general curve in the plane.

4.1 Aberrancy with conics.

A. Transon in his paper of 1841 studies the concept of aberrancy using conics. A property of conics has modeled the concept. All types of conic have a diameter, a line on which moves the middle of a chord parallel to a fixed direction (for conics it is more than a local property: it is global). Two diameters of a conic section are said to be conjugate if each chord parallel to one diameter is bisected by the other diameter. So a parabola, or even any conic that osculates a general curve at a point M, gives by the position of its center O the aberrancy direction MO, and angle $\delta$. O is at infinity for the parabola. This gives the definition of "conical" aberrancy. Note that all osculating conics give the same aberrancy axis for the osculated curve.

Figure 2: Three cases of LogSpi : half-line, general LS and circle
4.2 Aberrancy with a parabola

Between the summit and the point at infinity along the parabola the radius of curvature varies from \( p \) to \( \infty \) and the angle of aberrancy from \( 0 \) to \( \pi/2 \) at \( \infty \). The axis of aberrancy is the paral-lele to the axis of osculating parabola. Vaziri (5) and Schot (6) give the relation defining the radius of aberrancy (also called ”oblique curvature”) at the current point :

\[
R_{ab} = \frac{\rho \cos \delta}{1 - \frac{d\delta}{d\theta}}
\]

There is a different sign before \( \delta' \) in their formulas because they use complementary angles \( V \) and \( \pi/2 - V \). Note that this formula derived in (6) does’nt use the definition of Carnot. Since for conics \( \delta \) is not constant the construction of the center of (conical) aberrancy is not the projection of the center of curvature on the aberrancy axis. This should lead to the research of more appropriate curves with a constant aberrancy.

5 Cesaro curves

In paper (3) on curvature of conics E. Cesaro gives the definition of his general curves by a formula for a local property of his curves :

\[
\frac{d\rho}{ds} = m \cdot \frac{\alpha}{\beta}
\]

Coordinates \((\alpha, \beta)\) are the ones of a point fixed in the plane of osculating curve. \( \rho \) is the radius of curvature at \( M \), \( s \) the arc length and \( m \) a parameter. The ratio \( \frac{\alpha}{\beta} \) is the tangent of the angle of conical aberrancy and it cuts the second radius of curvature on the opposite side at \( \frac{1}{3} \) of \( C_1C_2 \).

In case of conics this point is the center \( O \) of the osculating conic and the parameter \( m = -3 \). This formula is equivalent to the geometric fact that the line \( MO \) cuts the second radius of curvature at third on the opposite side of the normal. The sign of Cesaro’s parameter \( m \) has been changed here (+ from \( C \mapsto C_1 \)). Any osculating conic defines a unique conical aberrancy angle. Cesaro’s curves include important classical curves : Cycloidal when \( m=1 \), conics when \( m=-1/3 \), circles when \( m=0 \). For each value of \( m \) there is one Ribaucour curve and one sinusoidal spirals. Cesaro also defined a director circle centered at the pole and the following property :

”The center of curvature at current point \( M \) is the intersection of the normal with the polar of \( M \) w.r.t. the director circle” which is often used as the definition of Cesaro’s curves.
A limiting case of sinusoidal spirals $\rho^n = \sin n\theta$ for $n \to 0$ is the Logarithmic spiral.

6 Back to the origin of deviation : 1841

A. Transon in (2) p 195 offers to use the logarithmic spiral to define the "deviation". He writes:
"The LogSpi has a constant deviation and the reflected ray at M (on the curve) is the axis of deviation supposing the vector radius is the light ray. This curve plays, with respect to the second modification of curvature similar to the circle for the first one. The circle has constant curvature, the logarithmic spiral has constant aberrancy (deviation in french)." He adds: "Determining the osculating logarithmic spiral at any point presents no difficulty." This is the easy track we follow in the present paper.
Later (1913) E. Turriere gave in (4) a definition of the same idea with the osculating LogSpi, indirectly, because his paper doesn’t deal with the aberrancy.

6.1 Osculation by a logarithmic spiral

E. Turriere gave the method to construct the osculating logarithmic spiral using the two first radii of curvature of the given curve (C) at M. This is enough to find the pole S:
- Trace the circle of diameter $MC_1$, $C_1$ is the first center of curvature,
- Place $C_2$, the second center of curvature of (C),
- Draw the the line $MC_2$ : it cuts the preceding circle at S.
S is the pole of the osculating LS. We only need to know the first and second centers of curvature of (C) at M.

6.2 An important property of the Logarithmic spiral : the constant "deviation"

The aberrancy of a logarithmic spiral should be computed using the above geometric definition of Carnot. But this is not really convenient nor accessible so we follow another path and define directly by the LogSpi the notion of "deviation". We leave the word aberrancy for osculating conics.
The Logspi has an essential local auto similarity property each portion seen from S in a same angle is similar to any other part in the same conditions. And a LogSpi defines a constant angle between the normal at a point and the reflected vector radius. This angle is the "Transon deviation" of the LogSpi. The center of deviation is in the same way the symmetric of S w.r.t. the normal at M. Axis and center of deviation are unique and easy to construct by these definitions.
And in the case of LogSpi the deviation $\delta = \pi/2 - V$ is constant as $V$ is along the curve.

### 6.3 Osculating logarithmic spiral and osculating circle

For a given curve the pole $S$ of the osculating LS at point $M$ is on the circle of diameter $MC$. In the general case pole $S$ can be found anywhere on this circle.

There are two special cases:
- when $S$ is at $C$ then the point $M$ is a vertex and deviation angle is 0 and the LS is the classical curvature circle at $M$.
- $S$ is at $M$ and angle of deviation is $0$ or $\pi$ then the tangent half-line has 3 points of contact: it is an inflection point and the LS is the inflection half-tangent.

This is an additional argument to confirm interest to use an osculating LogSpi for defining deviation: it generalizes the curvature in a natural way.

![Osculation of a curve with a logarithmic spiral](image)

Figure 3: Osculation of a curve with a logarithmic spiral

### 6.4 Relation between (conical) aberrancy and (LogSpi) ”deviation”

In a paper (8) of 1912 about anharmonic curves (or self-projective or W-Kurven in German) S.W. Reaves gives details about this connection and shows that ”the osculating ellipse at all points of the logarithmic spiral $\rho = e^{m\theta}$ remains similar to itself” as a consequence of self similarity of the LogSpi. The center $O$ of the osculating ellipse is on the circle constructed on the radius of curvature $MC_1$ as the diameter. Pole $S$ of the osculating SL is also on this circle.

The results of Reaves’ paper reflect the proportionality between tangents:
\tan \delta_{\text{conic}} = \frac{1}{3} \tan \delta_{\text{LogSpi}}

\tan \delta_{\text{conic}} = \frac{1}{3} \frac{\rho'}{\rho} \quad \text{and} \quad \tan \delta_{\text{LogSpi}} = \frac{\rho'}{\rho}

In paper (9) K. Maeda gives, among many, two theorems about osculating figures in the plane in relation with aberrancy:
A - The locus of the pole of any logarithmic spiral having a contact of at least the second order with a curve at a point M is a circle of diameter MC tangent at M. This gives the deviation.
B - The locus of the focus of any parabola having contact of at least second order with a curve at point M is a circle tangent at M of diameter \( \frac{1}{2} MC \). This is important to study caustics by reflection.

7 Gregory’s transformation and the logarithmic spiral

The LS is often presented as a transcendental curve and algebraic curves are supposed to be easier to study. But it is in fact a simple curve with internal symmetry that brings the curve near the circle: It is a circle with an angle \( V \) and fascinating properties.

For example a classical one: if we draw all tangents to the spiral \( \rho = e^{k\theta} \)

\[ \text{Figure 4: Property of tangents to LogSpi from a point P} \]

from a fixed point P. From all tangent points the line OP is seen to subtend the fixed angle \( \pi - \arctan k \) so all these points of the tangents are situated on a circle passing through the pole of the spiral (13) p212.
V.E. Adler in a paper (10) of 2009 on tangential maps recalls this other property which goes back to Klein and Lie (14):
"Theorem 1. Consider the intersection points of the logarithmic spiral C with one of its tangent. The tangents through these points meet on the
same spiral”.

Figure 5: Property of the Logarithmic Spiral (Klein - Lie 1871)

In Part I on Gregory’s transformation we used the theorem of Steiner-Habich and a chain of successive pedals of an initial curve to create couples of ground/wheel. The LogSpi is a special example because the pedal is the same LogSpi - “eadem mutata resurgo” - so all curves are a unique logarithmic spiral with same angle V. Note that the ground-line is a half-line only the part above the xx’ axis. The roulette of the pole of a LS is a half-line and the wheel corresponding to the same half-line (for base line axis xx’) is the same spiral. All the successives wheels or rolling curves are the same LS and the ground is a half-line at angle $\pi/2 - V$ with xx’. Since there is only one LS for one value of V.

8 Second envelope of a variable circle tangent to a curve

A classical configuration studied by E. Cesaro, E. Turriere, R. Goormaghtigh is the envelope of a variable circle tangent to a given curve (C). In general for smooth curves (C) this envelope is the the curve (C) and another one. The two curves are linked by the variable circle. E. Turriere in paper (4) shows that the point of contact with the second envelope is the pole of the LogSpi osculating (C) at current point M. Cesaro had proved in (12) p71 that the second envelope (called by him cusp track) when curve (C) is a LS and the circles are the family of osculating
circles of the LS, focuses in a unique fixed point: the pole of the LS. For a general curve the locus of the poles of osculating LS is the second envelope when the circle is on the side of the curvature center.

These circles and their envelopes are a kind of generalisation of cycloidals curves generated by moving or rolling circles inside a couple of concentric circles. All this shows that there is an important geometric relation between osculating LS and envelopes of families of variable circles tangent to a given curve.

Goormaghtigh has studied some properties of these families of circles and their envelopes in 1916.

And these families of circles, specially when the two envelopes are closed curves, crossing each other or not, seem to present interesting geometric properties by rolling on one or the other envelope curves.
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